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     While Link is the hero of the Legend of Zelda series, the princess herself gets 
to have her name all over the covers. It’s kind of like Sleeping Beauty in that 
regard. Don’t let that make you believe that Zelda can’t fight, oh no. While 
Princess Peach is more often than not the damsel in distress Zelda has made it a 
point to help Link fight Ganondorf in almost all of their later appearances since 
Ocarina of Time. Whether as herself or her alter ego, Sheik, she is quite a 
handful for almost anyone. 
 
     As a veteran to the Smash Bros. games many are likely already familiar with 
how Princess Zelda fights. However she has been given something of a tune up 
with this game, many of her moves made more useful and the Princess herself 
given better combat capabilities. While she was useful before she is now a force 
to be reckoned with. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Game Appearances 

The Legend of Zelda: The Phantom Hourglass –DS����.��..���..2007 
 
The Legend of Zelda: Twilight Princess – Wii / GameCube����........2007 
 
The Legend of Zelda: The Minish Cap – GBA�������������2005 
 
The Legend of Zelda: Four Swords Adventure – GameCube������..2004 
 
The Legend of Zelda: The Wind Waker – GameCube���������..2003 
 
The Legend of Zelda: Four Swords – GBA��������������.2002 
 
The Legend of Zelda: Oracle of Seasons / Oracle of Ages – GBA����.2001 
 
Super Smash Bros. Melee – GameCube���������������2001 
 
The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time – N64�������������1998 
 
The Legend of Zelda: A Link to the Past – SNES.�����������1992 
 
Zelda II: The Adventure of Link – NES���������������...1988 
 
The Legend of Zelda – NES��������������������.1987 
 

 

 

 

 



Princess Zelda’s Moves 
 

This is a comprehensive list of all the moves available to this character. They are broken up by 

the type of attack they are with the Smashes and Final Smash getting their own sections. A few 

notes before we begin: 

 

* Red Skills are range dependant – The closer you are, the more damage you do. 

* Blue Skills are range dependant – The farther away you are, the more damage you do. 

* Green Skills can be charged to do more damage. 

 
Ground Attacks Command Dmg. Description 

Hand Spark Attack Button 2-6% Hold out your hand with 

sparks coming out. 

Sparkle Arc Up + Attack 6-15% Waves her hand above 

her head, trailing sparks. 

Leg Thrust 

 

Down + Attack 7% Thrust your foot out for 

good damage. 

Sparkle Punch Attack (while walking) 13% Magical open hand attack 

that sends foes flying. 

Electrical Rush 

 

Attack (While running) 12% Rush forward, hands out 

and electrify foes. 

Ledge Attack Attack (while hanging) 6% Chase away those pesky 

ledge guarders. 

Magic Shocks Grab / Attack button 

repeatedly for attacks 

3% Hurt the foe with magic 

while holding them. 

Magic Fling Up + Grab 11% Twirl opponents around 

and throw them upward. 

Mystic Slam Down + Grab 10% Slam opponent to the 

ground and kick them. 

Magic Toss 

 

Left or Right + Grab 12% Twirl opponents around 

and throw them away. 

 

 

Airborne Attacks Command Dmg. Description 
Spinning Magic Attack Button 3-13% Spin in place, hitting foes 

repeatedly. 

Upwards Explosion Up + Attack 15% Powerful upwards attack 

with great Knockback. 

Meteor Step Down + Attack 5-16% Stomp on foes sending 

them spiking downward. 

Sparking Kick Toward Opponent + 

Attack 

5-20% Kick out, shocking foes 

and sending them flying. 

Backward Sparking Kick 

 

Away from Opponent + 

Attack 

5-20% Kick back, shocking foes 

and sending them flying. 

 

 

 

 



Smash Attacks Command Dmg. Description 
Waves of Light Up + Attack together – 

Chargeable 

10-20% Cause magic to appear 

above and shock foes. 

Leg Sweep Down + Attack together 12-16% Sweep to both sides of 

Zeldas body. 

Magic Explosion Left or Right + Attack 

together 

17-23% Shock foes before 

sending them flying. 

 

Special Attacks Command Dmg. Description 
Naryu’s Love Special Button 10% Hurt opponents and 

reflect projectiles. 

Farore’s Wind Up + Special 6% Disappear and reappear in 

another position. 

Transform Down + Special 0% Zelda changes into her 

Sheikh persona. 

Din’s Fire Left or Right + Special 13% Throw an explosive burst 

of fire at opponents. 

 

           
 

Final Smash Damage Description 
Light Arrow 40% Fires across a horizontal line and hits everyone 

there for a guaranteed one hit KO. 

 

 
 

 



Combat Strategies 
If you haven’t played a Smash Bros. game you probably expect Zelda to be a speedster but she 

isn’t. She’s fairly weak, based around multi-hitting attacks and not very quick. Hearing all of this 

really doesn’t paint her in a very positive light but she is actually fairly imrpessive once you learn 

how to properly handle her. 

 

 - Zelda has some of the floatiest jumping next to the Ice Climbers and it makes moving her 

around fairly difficult. She walks kind of slow, jumps slowly and doesn’t even run very quickly 

but there are ways around this. Learning to use her special attacks is integral to dealing with her 

total lack of movement capabilities. If you have an opponent who enjoys spamming projectiles 

you can nullify this by learning to use Naryu’s Love properly. Should you need to make a quick 

escape then Farore’s Wind is the way to go about it. 

 

 - When you use Farore’s Wind you can control where you teleport to by tilting the analog stick 

right after you start the move. Doing this you can easily move around the stage or even get back 

onto it. However there does seem to be some issue with getting it to move through solid ground, 

as in ground you can’t just drop through with a tap of the down direction. It will work in some 

stages but not others and it’s usually impossible to tell when it will or won’t work. 

 

 - Learn to master Din’s Fire, it is one of Zelda’s best moves. By flinging it at an opponent and 

letting it blow up next to them you can do some serious damage. It throws enemies about and can 

totally eliminate enemies at high damage percentages, especially the light ones. If you can hit an 

enemy with it while they’re off the stage, trying to recover they are almost guaranteed to fall to 

their certain death. However you have to learn how to control it and make it detonate properly 

before you can use it enough for it to be a viable offensive method. 

 

 - Zeldas down and side aerial attacks are fairly useless. Sure, they’re wonderful if you can hit the 

sweet spot but by and large these are ridiculously hard to do reliably. It will take an incredible 

amount of practice and trial and error to do these well but you’re still better off using other, more 

reliable moves. But even then all it takes is one minor alteration to your opponents position and 

your attack goes from doing 26% damage down to a negligable 5% damage. 

 

 - Remember that Naryu’s Love can damage opponents in addition to serving as a projectile 

reflector. So if you have an enemy coming up on your left and Samus is firing a arm cannon blast 

at you then you can indeed use Naryu’s Love to do both at once.  

 

 - If you want to deal damage to your enemies in high numbers than make use of her best moves, 

not necessarily the most damage ones. Her Electrical Rush, aerial Upwards Explosion and Magic 

Explosion smash are all quite good at doing this. 

 

 - If you find yourself having problems damaging enemies enough to get rid of them you still 

have one final option: transform into Sheik. While not as damaging hit for hit Sheik has less 

problem performing rather extensive combos and can seriously cause damage to your opponents 

with very little in the ways of effort. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Sheik 

 
     During the events of The Legend of Zelda: the Ocarina of Time, Zelda knew 
that she needed to hide herself away from Ganondorf. To that end she used the 
power of the Triforce of Wisdom, contained within herself, to transform into 
Sheik, the last of the Sheikah. Disguising herself as this mysterious male figure 
she was able to evade capture for a number of years, just long enough for Link to 
come and assist her with Master Sword in hand. 
 
     While Sheikh has been a part of Zelda’s repertoire before she/he has been 
given a facelift. Where she looked once like her Ocarina of Time counterpart she 
has now been changed, like Zelda and Link, to have an art style similar to that is 
more in line with the recent Twilight Princess game. In addition to that her moves 
have been changed a bit, tweaked really, to make her more of an impressive 
fighter than ever before. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Game Appearances 

Super Smash Bros. Melee – GameCube���������������2001 
 
The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time – N64�������������1998 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Sheik’s Moves 
 

This is a comprehensive list of all the moves available to this character. They are broken up by 

the type of attack they are with the Smashes and Final Smash getting their own sections. A few 

notes before we begin: 

 

* Red Skills are range dependant – The closer you are, the more damage you do. 

* Blue Skills are range dependant – The farther away you are, the more damage you do. 

* Green Skills can be charged to do more damage. 

 

Ground Attacks Command Dmg. Description 
Thrust Attack Button 3% Thrust your open palm at 

an opponent. 

Constant Thrusts Attack (repeated) 3-30%+ Keep on thrusting at your 

opponet repeatedly. 

Split Kicks 

 

Up + Attack 6-13% Perform a pair of kicks to 

juggle opponents. 

Leg Sweep Down + Attack 8% Kick an opponents legs 

out from under them. 

Roundhouse Kick Attack (while walking) 5% Perform a roundhouse 

kick to your foes face. 

Thrusting Spark Attack (while running) 7% Rush at a foe & hit them 

with a burst of energy. 

Elbow Attacks Grab / Attack button 

repeatedly for attacks 

3%+ Hold on your opponent 

and elbow them. 

Kick Upwards Up + Attack 5% Mule kick enemies 

upwards. 

Drop Down and Stomp Down + Attack 6% Drop foes before leaping 

and stomping on them. 

Elbow Away Toward Opponent + 

Attack 

7% Shoulder ram them away. 

 

Kick Away 

 

Away from Opponent + 

Attack 

7% Rear kick your opponent 

away. 

 

 

Airborne Attacks Command Dmg. Description 
Forward Kick Attack 13% Perform a thrust kick at 

your opponent. 

Upward Spin Up + Attack 11% Spiral upwards at your 

foes. 

Downard Thrust Down + Attack 10% Dive down into 

opponents with a kick. 

Forward Swipe Toward Opponent + 

Attack 

9% Rake at your opponent 

with your fingers. 

Back Kick 

 

Away from Opponent + 

Attack 

11-13% Perform a back kick with 

good knockback. 

 

 

 



Smash Attacks Command Dmg. Description 
Arm Thrusts Up + Attack together - 

Chargeable 

12-40% Thrust out your arms and 

smash foes away. 

Spinning Kicks Down + Attack together 13-32% Spin on the floor, kicking 

foes away. 

Forward Kicks Left or Right + Attack 

together - Chargeable 

5-19% Perform two kicks in 

rapid succession. 

 

 

Special Attacks Command Dmg. Description 
Needle Storm Special Button 3-18% Throw a number of sharp 

needles at foes. 

Vanish Up + Special 15% Disappear and reappear in 

a different position. 

Transform Down + Special 0% Sheikh changes back into 

Princess Zelda. 

Chain Left or Right + Special 3%+ Pull out a chain to swing 

around as you please. 

 

          
 

Final Smash Damage Description 
Light Arrow 48% Fires across a horizontal line and hits everyone 

there for a guaranteed one hit KO. 

 

 
 

 
 

 



Combat Strategies 
Sheik is an incredibly fast and agile warrior who is more than capable of dealing some serious 

damage to most opponents. While not the fastest in the game she can beat the living crud out of 

most characters before they even realize what is going on. Her special moves aren’t exactly the 

best in the game but they can be put to some pretty good use once you learn to use them. 

 

 - Sheik has a rather intense basic combo done by simply hitting the attack button repeatedly. If 

you leap into an enemy, hit them with her aerial Forward Kick to stun them, land and then start 

performing the Constant Thrusts. You can easily do up to 40% damage if the attacks find their 

mark. In the least they really won’t be able to do much to you in melee. 

 

 - Any sort of combo that you can imagine Sheik is likely fast enough to pull off. However her 

problem is that she is seriously lacking in any elimination attack. Your best bet for this is to use a 

charged Arm Thrusts smash and then follow them into the air and use upward attacks to keep 

them up there, possibly eliminating them off the top of the screen. 

 

 - Barring that option simply try to rack up the opponents damage potential and get them up to 

120% or more and then perform a Back Kick. This is one of your best chances to actually send 

the opponent flying off. 

 

 - Much like Zelda, Sheik can teleport around with her Up + Special move. Use this for recovery, 

moving around the area and to generally position yourself for maximum damage potential. Heck 

you can even use it to escape from enemies and damage anyone who is nearby to you with the 

explosion that Sheik gives off. 

 

 - As you learn to use the special moves you will learn that her Chain is mostly worthless. Sure 

you can wave it around with the analog stick while holding the special attack button but that 

doesn’t do much. However if you can use it to act as a tether for recovery, much like Samus and 

Link’s long ranged grapples. This is its only real use so learn to double jump, teleport towards the 

ledge and then chain grapple to the tip of it and get to safety. 

 

 - The Needle attack has been changed as well. Where you used to need to hold the special attack 

button to charge it up now when you tap the special button she will begin charging and you must 

press the special button again to fire off the needles. You can hold onto the amount of needles 

you have by blocking and then restart the charging later. Only use it when on the ground since it 

is thrown at an unpredictable angle if you are in the air and is hard to hit foes with. 

 

 - Her side smash, the Front Kicks, is actually her weakest smash but it has pretty good range. For 

the most part it isn’t even worth charging up, simply flick the analog stick to get the kicks off. 

When you are actually trying to get in some damage then it’s time to use the Arm Thrusts or 

Spinning Kicks, they have decent range and do really good damage when charged up. 
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